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EUGENE LEE 

"Designers shouldn't be so eclectic," proclaims Eu
gene Lee. "Artists have styles that you can recognize 
instantly, and I have always thought that that is what 
the stage designer should have. At base we're artists 
and craftsmen with a tradition. I have always 
thought there should be a point of view." 

Lee's point of view, simply stated, is that the en
tire theatrical experience resides in the relationship 
between the performer and the spectator-all else 
is secondary. Consequently, he sees the stage and 
auditorium as a single, unified space. Most design
ers, of course, have a style; it is easy to spot their 
use of color, texture, sculptural forms or even idio
syncratic trademarks. Yet many of these same de
signers have submerged their points of view, es 
pousing, instead, the necessity of serving the text 
and the director. Lee, too, believes in serving the 
text, but not through the creation of pretty pictures 
restrained by the proscenium arch. H e approaches 
each play as if it were a puzzle or a problem to be 
solved. With no preconceived notions as to h ow the 
text is to be interpreted or how the theatre space is 
to be dealt with, he becomes an iconoclastic prob
lem-solver in close and direct collaboration with the 
director. 

The results have included such daring and inno
vative landmark productions as Arniri Baraka's 
Slave Ship (Chelsea Theater Center, 1969), the re
vival of Leonard Bernstein's Candide for which he 
won a Tony (Chelsea Theater and Broadway, 1974), 
Stephen Sondheim's Sweeney Todd (Broadway, 
1979) for which he won another Tony, and dozens 
upon dozens of productions with Adrian Hall at the 
11' . 

nruty Square Repertory Company in Providence, 

Rhode Island. These productions, in turn, led to de
signs for NBC television's Saturday Night Live, sev
eral movies, rock con certs, and collaborations with 
British director Peter Brook. 

There are two stylistic elements that recur in 
Lee's work. First, his u se of space is generally non
traditional-regardless of the usual configuration 
of the theatre in which he is working, Lee treats the 
entire theatre space as one room to be designed. 
H ence, his work is frequently environmental or at 
least audience-involving in some way. Second, h e 
likes real materials and objects rather than the il
lusionistic imitations frequently employed in the
atrical design. "I don't mean painting things to look 
real," he explains. "Once you start painting, it has a 
painted look. What please me are real textures used 
in the way nature left them. There's nothing like a 
real piece of rusted tin- really rusted- put up on 
the stage. I don't care how heavy it is, how dirty it 
is. Everyone says, 'We can paint it; we can make it.' 
You know they can't." For Andre Gregory's produc
tion of Endgame at the Theatre of the Living Arts 
in Philadelphia (1965) and Yale (1966) Lee con
structed a wire-mesh cage to enclose the perform
ance. H e began constructing it outside, three 
months in advance of the production, in order to let 
it rust naturally. (He points out that he did his own 
construction- something he still likes to do, al
though union rules make this difficult.) 

Because the terms "environmental" and "audi
ence-involving" tend to have specific, perhaps neg
ative connotations for some people, it should be 
emphasized that Lee's work is meticulous, techni
cally sophisticated and highly conceptual- always 

Facing page, Tom Jones at the Dallas 

Theater Center's Arts District Theater 

(1984),for which Eugene Lee created a 

construction site environment using a real 

crane and other machinery donated by a 

construction company. The environment 

also included gravel, dirt and water. The 

theatre is a temporary structure, designed 

by Lee, with a tin roof and a dirt floor. 
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evolving from ideas he and the director find implicit 
in the script or scenario. "I hate those theatres 
where people come up and talk to you ," he says. 

His interest in encompassing the audience within 
the scope of the design is an attempt to engage them 
on a p sychological and emotion al level. H e be
comes excited when discussing the atmosphere at 
Trinity Square, and the production of BiLly Budd 
(1969) in particular: "We would roll big cannons 
out at the audience and they would climb out of 
their scats because they knew the cannons were 
going to fire. I love to shake them up , see them on 
their feet and moving- theatre that's outside and 
inside at the same time." 

Lee has a reputation in some circles for being dif
ficult or non-communicative. In fact, he is shy, and 
his speech falters in situations in which he is un
comfortable. Kevin Kelly of The Boston Globe de
scribes the "hesitant, staccato, cyclical patterns of 
his speech ... the exact opposite of the crafted, me
ticulous stage sets." If he is difficult-Harold Prince 
calls him stubborn- it comes from a passionate, 
uncompromising sense of theatrical values- values 
that sometimes fly in the face of commercial norms. 
As a result, his best work has emerged out of his 
collaborations with directors Andre Gregory, Ad
rian Hall, Harold Prince, Michael Lindsay-Hogg 
and Lome Michaels. His unconventional ap
proaches began to get him into difficulties in col
lege- he attended several. 

Trying to reconstruct L ee's past can be difficult. 
He is genuinely uninterested in past accomplish 
m ents and totally unable to recall dates. Of his 
patchwork college career, he states vaguely, "I don't 
think I have a degree from any place. Maybe I have 
a degree from Yale, I can't remember." (H e told an
other interviewer that Carnegie "took pity on him" 
and granted him a BA.) H e is not being facetious or 
affected; his memory is poor when it comes to his 
own accomplishments, and he is quite uncomfort
able talking about himself. "I don't know what I do ," 
he replies when asked to discuss his work. Sound
ing a bit like the Fortune Teller in The Skin of Our 
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Teeth, he continues, "I only have a sense of the fu 
ture. I can't tell you about my past, only what I'm 
working on at the moment, or what I will be doing 
tomorrow." 

Lee was born in Beloit, Wisconsin in 1939 and 
has a twin brother. As far as h e remembers he al
ways wanted to be a designer- not simply to go into 
theatre but specifically to design. His parents were 
active in community theatre- his fath er as an actor, 
his mother as a designer- and his high school the
atre was unusually elaborate, Lee Simonson appar
ently having been the consultant when it was built. 
With this ambition, the only problem was to learn 
the craft. He did some summer stock and enrolled 
at the University of Wisconsin, which did not have 
a design program at the time. The summer after his 
first year at Madison he saw a television documen
tary about Carnegie Tech (now Carnegie Mellon 
University). According to L ee, h e put his meager 
portfolio in his Volkswagen and drove to Pittsburgh 
where he stayed three years. " I don't th ink I enjoyed 
it too much at the time," he recalls. "I left in a trau
matic state." 

He went from th ere to Chicago where he enrolled 
in the Goodman School for anoth er two years. 
While there he joined the union and did some work 
at the Chicago Lyric Opera. From Chicago he went 
to Yale. Fellow Yale student, costume designer Car
rie Robbins, recalls that his sets there were stunning 
and innovative. But there, as elsewhere, Lee felt sti
fled by the faculty for his unconventionality. Al
though he admits that some teachers over the years 
were influential- Dan Snyder and Ted Hoffman at 
Carnegie, James Maronek at Goodman, and Don 
ald Oenslager at Yale-he concludes th at, "You 
learn nothing in school that you couldn't learn by 
traveling around the world for five years." H e still 
has great respect for Oenslager and states that 
"there are n o designers today who even remotely 
approach Oenslager's stature." The schools did, 
however, provide friendships that would help 
launch his career; lighting designer Roger Morgan 
whom he met .at Carnegie, for example , brought 



him to the attention of Adrian Hall at Trinity. 
It was Ted Hoffman, head of the theatre program 

at Carnegie, who recommended Lee to Andre 
Gregory in 1965. Like Lee, Gregory had a reputa
tion for being difficult and unconventional and was 
having trouble finding a designer with whom he 
could work at the Theatre of the Living Arts. 

Gregory had been strongly influenced by the uni
fied theatrical approach of the Berliner Ensemble . 
H e believes Lee was similarly influenced and in 
him he saw a kindred spirit. "The designers that I 
met prior to Eugene just didn't think that way," re
members Gregory. "Also, I couldn't find a designer 
who could really speak the language of theatre. It's 
like the language of marriage. The specificity of the 
word is important, but there's also a subtext which 
sometimes says something more precise. We're 
talking in the theatre about an unseen music, and 
poetry and rhythm that's not necessarily physical. 
The designers I met wanted to know how many 
walls I wanted-! didn't know how many walls I 
wanted. Eugene wasn't like that. When he showed 
up in Philadelphia he looked like a mad bomber. 
H e was extremely shy, had very thick spectacles and 
a cap. H e could hardly say a word. He just opened 
his portfolio and I was simply staggered by the 
beauty of his work and sort of fell in love with him, 
the way you do with certain colleagues-the way I 
feel about Wally Shawn or Twyla Tharp. It was 
never necessru·y to talk very much." 

This early collaboration resulted in some startling 
work but, ironically, the set designer for Rochelle 
Owens' Beclch (1966), Gregory's first environmen
tal production, was John Conklin. L ee designed the 
costumes. What was most beneficial about this 
early work with Gregory was the freedom he had to 
seek new solutions and to experiment with concep
tual settings. It also marked the beginning of Lee's 
participation as a collaborator in the staging of pro
ductions-"I like to get involved in the script," says 
Lee. "If I can't, it's no fun for me. I get involved in 
how we do it-what the ideas are. I mean the real 
ideas, the directorial ideas." Gregory involved him 

in this process. Lee is one of the few designers who 
truly enjoys sitting in on rehearsals. 

This collaborative process has been most success
ful at Trinity Rep with Adrian Hall. "I would never 
have been able to fulfill myself as an artist without 
Eugene Lee," claims Hall. "It is a communal art 
that we deal with. The structured text is not what 
the theatre experience is. So any amount of wishing 
that you had a good text still does not mean that you 
would have good theatre. The designer is an inte
gral part of structuring that experience." 

Almost any Lee design could serve as an example 
of collaborative problem solving, but James Schev
ill's Cathedral of Ice (Trinity Square Repertory 
Company, 1975) stands out in Hall's mind as "the 

For Son of Man and the Family (Trinity 
Square Repertory Company, 1970), a play 

about the Charles Manson family, L ee 
created a prison environment based on his 
visit to a penitentiary. The metal grates 

helped create an aural as well as visual 
environment. The set also included 
working showers under which the family 
washed following the murders. 
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single most brilliant design effect I have ever seen, 
the most brilliant solving of a problem I have en
countered." Lee created a carnival atmosphere for 
the play about Hitler 's rise to power and American 
myths. The performance began in a tent outside the 
theatre that was set up to suggest a German beer 
garden, complete with long tables and free beer for 
the spectators. The play then progressed inside the 
theatre to a kind of carnival midway through which 
the audience was free to move. At the end of the 
second act-the moment Hall is referring to-the 
atmosphere had to change instantly from carnival 
frivolity to the gas chambers. L ee's solution, after 
much discussion, was for bodies to fall from trap 
doors in the ceiling. As Hall describes it, "The sky 
literally opened and hundreds of bodies plummeted 
out of the sky in one minute. It was the most horri
fying moment you can imagine. It wasn't built on 
any kind of illusion. It was just there- bang! The 
audience looked up and just gasped." 

When L ee arrived at Trinity they had just begun 
performing at the Rhode Island School of Design. 
His first designs there timidly poked out from the 
proscenium, but it was not until Macbeth (1969) 
that the iconoclastic style for which Hall and Lee 
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have become known em erged. There were two main 
impulses toward breaking through the proscenium 
plane. Trinity Square had a grant to perform theatre 
for students, and their first season of doing so had 
been disastrous in terms of student response. "We 
had to fmd a way of grabbing their attention and 
holding it," explains Hall. He began to realize that 
the physical barrier between the audience and the 
performers also acted, at least in the case of the stu
dents, as a psychological barrier. 

Around the same time, Lee visited the Edinburgh 
Festival with the Trinity Company, where h e saw 
Jerzy Grotowski 's Polish Laboratory Theatre . Gro
towski's company created total, audience-encom
passing environments for each production. Grotow
ski also advocated "poor theatre" which, among 
other things, abolished the glossiness and illusion
ism of much contemporary theatre in favor of sets 
constructed out of found objects, illumination 
through simple white light, and simple costumes. 
(In explaining his use of an environmental ap
proach , L ee also notes his fascination with medie
val theatre and especially the 15th-century drawing 
of The Castle of Perseverance, a morality play per
formed in a series of "mansions" amidst the audi-

Model for Michael Weller's The Ballad of 
Soapy Smith at the New York Shakespeare 

Festival (1984). This was Lee's first New 

York production in over two years, and his 

first environmental design in New York 

since the 1974 Candide. An earlier, 

more-or-less proscenium version was done 

at the Seattle Repertory Theatre in 1983. 



ence in specially constructed earthen "rounds.") 
For Macbeth, a pipe-scaffolding structure covered 

a wood-plank stage that extended into the audito
rium with a runway. Characters entered and exited 
from all parts of the auditorium which was dimly 
illuminated by small fires in tin cans. The use of 
real fire recurred in a few of L ee's subsequent pro
ductions. 

Macbeth was followed two months later by Billy 
Budd, b ased on the Herman Melville novel. Th e au
dience was made to feel as if it were on an 18th
century warship whose machinery dominated the 
setting. Rigging-sometimes with sailors on it
hung over the h eads of the audience. As with Mac
beth, there was a wooden runway and pipe scaffold
ing. During a battle scen e, performers and action 

filled the auditorium, including overhead; sound ef
fects and smoke engulfed the space. 

None of this evolved from theory. The term "en
vironmental theatre" had only recently b een 
coined. Hall, in fact, does not refer to the settings 
as environments but as "atmospheres." Son of Man 
and the Family (1970)- a play created by the com
pany about the M anson Family- for example, was 
an attempt to recreate the atmosphere of a prison. 
A visit to a Rhode Island prison left Hall and Lee 
with the impression that "everything is happening 
over your head. Men seem to be marching on steel 
grates above you ," said Hall in an article in Theater 
(Winter 1982). The resulting design included steel
mesh catwalks above the audience. 

Part of the creation of atmosphere, they realized, 

Ibsen 's Rosmersholm (Trini~y Square, 

1977). f!Vhile two-level sets are not 

unprecedented, this may be the only 

multilevel interior ever to include a 

baseme11t. 
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was the creation of an aural envirornnent-not just 
recorded effects, that can be as phony as the painted 
scenery Lee deplores, but live sound produced by 
the setting. The overhead catwalks in Son of Man 
and the machinery in Billy Budd, as well as similar 
effects in later productions, recreated sounds found 
in the original envirornnents. 

Lee and Hall were working to revitalize theatre 
through "a real desire to confront the audience in 
the most challenging way," as Hall says. They re
jected pictorial scenery as a relic of the 19th cen
tury. "I've never been interested in stage design as 
pictures," states Lee. "I remember seeing The King 
and I in Chicago when I was in high school and I 
love that kind of scenery-but not for me. It's just 
pretty pictures passing by." Hall has a similar sen
sibility. This unique collaboration at Trinity
which Lee likens to the best ensemble theatres of 
Europe- allows him to do things at other theatres 
that he might not otherwise have had the courage 
or experience to try. "No matter what I've done else
where," he says, "in theatre, television or film, I al
ways did it first in some way at Providence." 

The Providence approach was first seen in New 
York when Lee designed the Chelsea Theater Cen
ter's production of Slave Ship at the Brooklyn Acad
emy of Music. He did not merely place scenic ele
ments around the audience but literally rebuilt the 
entire space, platforming over the raked auditorium 
of the narrow performance space to create one large 
space. In the center was a two-level wooden plat
form built on rockers which, for the first half of the 
play, represented the ship. Spectator benches sur
rounded this platform on four sides. Raised plat
forms where other scenes were played were con
structed along the four walls behind the audience 
areas. A ramp extended from one such platform to 
the central playing space. The audience was within 
a few feet of the performers and this proximity was 
exploited to create terror, tension and guilt, but the 
actors stopped short of direct contact. Critic John 
Lahr, in his introduction to the play in Life Show, 
described the set as: 
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an envirorunent where humiliation cannot be 
escaped ... Blacks are chained to the floor, the 
ceiling is three feet above their bodies ... 
nothing is more shocking, revolting or obscene 
than the fact of the cramped violence of the 
space .... The actors crawl beneath our feet; 
their shackles clink as they move. . . . They 
surround the audience with their madness and 
their despair. 

At about the same time, Lee and his former wife, 
Franne Newman Lee, were designing Andre Greg
ory's landmark production of Alice in U0nderland 
(1970) with the Manhattan Project. (Through the 
1970s, most of Lee's work was done in collaboration 
with Franne Lee. While the credits generally read 
"Sets by Eugene L ee" and "Costumes by Franne 
Lee" the collaboration was usually more complex 
and not so easily classified.) The company had been 
at work on the production for about a year and a 
half when Lee came in. Gregory, inspired by Gro
towski's "poor theatre" concept, wanted to create 
with actors alone a movie-like aesthetic. "It was ob
vious," explained Gregory, "that there should be no 
sets, lights or costumes . Eugene's work was to give 
the illusion of no sets, lights or costumes, while still 
creating an environment- an environment that 
would look as if the performers had created it them
selves." 

The result was a cross between a circus tent and 
a children's club house-Lee wanted a sense of 
both circus and claustrophobia. The audience first 
entered a foyer constructed of wooden doors taken 
from construction sites. They gained access to the 
performance space- also surrounded by old doors 
and planks- by ducking through a 3 112-foot door
way. Inside, old wooden chairs with legs sawed off 
were fastened to a bleacher-like seating area ran
domly so that the hundred-odd spectators could sit 
on chairs or bleachers . The original idea was to 
have all sorts of seats such as barber and dentist 
chairs to encourage a sense of fantasy- economics 
prohibited this. Both audience and performance 
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Top, model f or last act of Puccini 's La 
F anciulla del West; bottom, production 
photo of its first act (Ly ric Opera of 

Chicago, 1978). The production was 

co-designed by Franne Lee and directed by 

Harold Prince. The scenic stmctures were 

bu iltto a rea listie scale, thus creating 
crarnped spaces on the large stage. 

Peiformers working on the mountain were 

dwwfed by its massiveness. For the finale, 

the heroine arrived by handcar. 
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areas were covered with a large parachute-like a 
circus tent-and everything was lit by two bare 
bulbs. Thus, while intimacy and a sense of partici
pation in the fantasy world were created, there was 
never any direct contact between the performers 
and spectators. 

Lee's work on Slave Ship brought him to the at
tention of director Peter Brook who invited him to 
work on 01ghast (1971), an ensemble-created, rit
ualistic piece performed in found spaces- mostly 
tomb s and monuments-at the Shiraz Festival near 
Persepolis, Iran. Lee's contribution was primarily 
the creation of fire implements, including a ball of 
fire lowered by a crane in front of Ataxerxes' tomb. 
As Lee explained, "When you play in a natural en
vironment like Persepolis, you don't need a set. How 
can you compete with 5,000-year-old monuments? 
[My job was] rudimentary problem-solving: 'How 
do we make a fire ball? What do people sit on?"' 

The following year Lee created a set for Kaspar 
at Brook's International Centre for Theatre Re
search in Paris. The set was like a shadow box, but 
the key element according to Lee was the lighting, 
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which was very flat and eliminated shadows. Lee 
has strong feelings about lightin g. Just as he prefers 
real materials on the stage, he prefers large, sim ple 
lighting instruments like movie lights and scoops 
that cast flat, white light. He h as little u se for the 
standard, mood-provoking and illusionistic t ech
niques of lighting such as slow fades, color mixing 
and the new com puterized dimmer boards. "All of 
it bores the shit out of me, frankly." He would like 
to light more of his own sets , and expresses some 
disgust at a system that allows him to design lights 
for Peter Brook in Paris but not for shows on Broad
way. 

Lee enjoyed working with Brook because, like 
Adrian H all, "He is interested in more than just the 
picture." But ultimately there was a degree of frus 
tration: "It was Brook's experiment," h e notes. L ee 
needs the sense of collaboration. 

Besides the Trinity productions, one of the best 
examples of this collaboration was the Seattle Rep
ertory Theatre production of Michael Weller 's The 
Ballad of Soapy Smith (1983), directed by Robert 
Egan. The opening sequence as written "seemed 

Top view sketch of the environment f or 

Amiri Baraka 's Slave Ship (Chelsea 

Theater Center, 1969). The audience sat 

on benches around the central play ing 

area, which served as the hold of a slave 

ship in the first scene and an auction block 

later on. Lee transformed the entire theatre 

to create the setting which brought him to 

the attention of both Harold Prince and 

Peter B rook. 



too weak" to Lee-it was a narrator describing the 
discovery of gold in the Yukon. The scene, as it was 
fmally staged, was in part L ee's creation. L ee, who 
is an avid sailor (and lives on his boat docked at a 
M anhattan marina when working in New York), re
m embered the 1983 America's Cup race when the 
crowds wanted to see the mysterious keel of the 
Australian yacht. Hundreds of people on the dock 
chanted "Show it to us!" Lee translated this image 
into a scene on the Seattle docks: 

The scene came alive with a whole stage full of 
people-a Zeffirelli stage full of people- as 
many people as we could muster. There was a 
gigantic steam whistle blasting, big doors 
opening, a ramp is coming down, you just saw 
part of the steam ship through the doors
smoke, fog and things. This miner came down, 
the crowd kind of stopped, and they all started 
chanting, 'show us, show u s, is it true?' H e 
pulled open his coat and it was full of dia
monds and gold. H e took out a bag of gold and 
poured it and said "I'll never have to work an
other goddam day in my life!" A headline 
came down- "Rumors of Gold in the Yu
kon" - and the play started as written. It was a 
good collaboration. 

Lee also enjoyed the production because once 
again the set was allowed to spill out past the pros
cenium and over the theatre walls. For the New York 
Shakespeare Festival production of the same play 
(1984), the set extended along both walls of the 
Newman Theatre to the back of the auditorium. 

Throughout the early 1970s it became common
place for Lee to reconstruct the interior of a theatre 
when he designed a set. For the 1972 Broadway 
production of Dude- a rock musical by the creators 
of Hair about a character's metaphoric search 
through the cosmos- the Broadway Theatre was 
transformed for a then staggering $100,000. As de
scribed by Douglas Watt in his Daily News review: 
"The Broadway has been converted into an arena 

theatre, the seats sloping down from mezzanine 
level to a matted round playing area, which is 
flanked by other seats and beyond which still more 
seats rise on the former stage. The band is spread 
out on two levels [along the walls]. There are also 
runways and lots of gear, including a block-and
tackle arrangement to transport players high into 
the air, even up through a h ole in the ceiling itself." 
Originally the stage was covered with two tons of 
dirt, but the dust caused problems and was replaced 
with felt cloth and eventually plastic. Ticket loca
tions were marked "foothills," "valley," etc. 

Dude was one of the more spectacular failures of 
the season, but the following year L ee successfully 
brought environmental design to Broadway with the 
Harold Prince production of Candide. (Like Brook, 
Prince h ad been impressed with the Slave Ship en
vironment.) First staged at the Chelsea in Brooklyn, 
it was a grandiose version of Slave Ship. There were 
seven stages with connecting ramps, aisles and 
stairs, among which were stools , benches and 
bleachers for the audience. At roughly the center of 
the space a pit was created by a raised oval ramp. 
Spectators sat on stools in the pit. At the center of 
the pit was a stage built on rockers to create a ship
at-sea effect. In his book Contradictions, Prince de
scribes how h e thought of staging the play as a cir
cu s sideshow with Voltaire guiding the audience 
from one booth to the next. 

I went through the wh ole trajectory of my 
thinking process [with L ee], arriving at the 
sideshow schem e, voicing concern about the 
schematicness of it. Immediately he suggested 
limiting curtains to some stages and varying 
the levels as well as the sizes of them. This sug
gested to me the possibility of playing scenes 
simultaneously on stages in opposite ends of 
the theatre. For the first time I remembered the 
extraordinary Italian production of Orlando 
Furioso which I had seen in Bryant Park in 
1970 .... 

A trapdoor entered the conversation [for the 
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l "Glitter and Be Gay" number] and we began 
breaking the sideshow pattern. Had I any ob
jections to people sitting in places other than 
the center of the environment? Sitting? Well 
you could h ardly expect them to stand for two 
hours. Hardly. I had no objection . H ow about 
all over the set? Did I object to th at? o objec
tion. 

Lee went off and returned in a month with a 
model in a sh oebox of the set as it would look. The 
production moved in 1974 to the Broadway Theatre 
which was once again totally reconstructed. The 
ceiling was lowered, part of the balcony was closed 
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off and much of the auditorium was platformed. 
The seating capacity was reduced from 1,800 to 
900, which eventually caused economic problems. 

Lee and Prince had hoped that the success of 
Candide would open the way for more innovative 
staging on Broadway. Unfortun ately, the musicians' 
strike, high operating costs and limited seating 
caused Candide to close after only 740 perform
ances. The Shuberts insisted that the theatre be re
turned to its original state immediately. Prince 
states th at if he had kn own earlier that the show 
would close, he would have found something else 
to put in that space. At around that time, the Vivian 
Beaumont Theatre was experiencing one of its pe-

L eft, sketch for George M. Cohan 's Seven 
Keys to Ba ldpate (Dallas Theater Center, 

1984); right. a photo of the set. Lee created 

a Victorian residence that surrounded and 

sliced through the audience in the 

temporwy Arts District Theater. 



riodic difficulties and Prince approached the Lin 
coln Center board with a proposal for turning the 
Beaumont into a permanent environmental theatre. 
H e and Lee had worked out a tentative plan for a 
changeable space that would accommodate 700-
800 people. Obviously, nothing came of that pro
posal. 

Lee, in fact, envisioned their next collaboration, 
Sweeney Todd, in that space. The mechanical bar
ber's chair in which the victims' throats were graph
ically slit before they slid down a chute beneath the 
chair, was to be on a central stage in the midst of 
the audience. Sweeney Todd was eventually done at 
the Uris Theatre, the biggest house on Broadway. 

Lee was faced with designing a set in the sort of 
space he likes th e least. As he explained in Theater, 
" I ju st said, 'I have a big, ugly theatre. It's white. I 
hate it. I'll just make the biggest set that I can.' And 
that's how. the factory happened." T he setting, 
which filled the entire stage and spilled out beyond 
the proscenium, was a Victorian foundry created in 
part from scrap metal and mechanical devices from 
old factories in Rhode Island. There was a peaked 
roof of grimy glass panes supported on steel trusses 
and rusted iron beams. Stairways and platforms 
filled the sides of the stage. The back wall was made 
of corrugated tin and rose to reveal a painted drop 
of 19th-century London. There was also a catwalk-
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bridge suspended from a traveling girder and there 
were all sorts of moving parts that did little but cre
ate an atmosphere. Specific locales were delineated 
by scenic units on rolling wagons. Prince points out 
that while the superstructure of the set was huge, 
the show itself was very sm all and intimate-"the 
whole play took place on a nodule and a few stairs." 

"Eugene and I agreed that it should be a Victo
rian factory," recalls Prince, "and that what we were 
saying, without making a big deal out of it, was that 
there was a connection between Sweeney Todd and 
all the people on the stage-what the industrial age 
had done, not only to the quality of life of so many 
people in the gh etto just in practical terms, but to 
the peacefulness and harmony in people's lives- in 
the environment, the atmosphere. With the indus
trial age, people could not see the sky for the puke 
that was flying in the air above them. That's what 
we tried to do. The whole thing is encased in glass. 
No one sees the sun except through glass." 

By creating what one critic called an "awesome 
set," Lee was able to overcome the cavernous at
mosphere of the Uris Theatre, to overwhelm and 
"assault" the audience, while remaining essentially 
frontal and proscenium-bound. 

Reconstru cting theatre spaces can be costly, and 
finding producers who will allow this is increasingly 
difficult. The ideal situation for L ee is a space de
signed for flexibility. When the Trinity company 
renovated an old movie theatre into the L ederer 
Theatre in 1973, Lee designed its two spaces-one 
flexible, the other thrust-to accommodate his style 
of design. He also h elped convert the National Fur
niture Factory in Paris for Peter Brook's company, 
and h as designed two spaces for the Dallas Theater 
Center now under the direction of Adrian Hall. One 
is a renovation of Dallas' Frank Lloyd Wright
designed Kalita Humphreys Theatre, but h e is 
much more excited about the other- a temporary 
space constructed in the D allas arts district. It is a 
corrugated tin structure, approximately 100' x 100' 
x 45 ' high with a compacted dirt floor. "I always 
wanted a dirt floor," h e says with delight. "If you 
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want a trap, if you want mud, you just bring in a 
backhoe. We might have a platform consisting of 
railroad ties or bricks set into the earth." The 1984 
production of Tom Jones in that space had a gravel 
lobby area, a pond, a dirt "road" and a real crane. 

It was in part L ee's fascination with real materials 
that kindled his interest in film. Although he had 
done about a dozen PBS "on location" films, Fran
cis Ford Coppola's Hammett (1983)- about mys
tery writer D ashiell Hammett, set in 1920s San 
Francisco- was his first Hollywood production. 
When he talks about the money available for sce
nery, the crews, research (he had about five file cab
inets full of pictures), editing equipment and gen
eral facilities, he sounds like a child in a toy store. 
"You want a 1928 crane, they get you one! You want 
concrete streets? They bring in the cem ent mixers 
and pour them in the studio! " H ammett's house was 
constructed almost as a real piece of architecture, 
down to the nameplate on the stove. L ee's job-he 
was brought in after the film h ad begun production 
and then been shelved for awhile- was to recreate 
San Francisco in Zoetrope's largest sound stage. 
Concrete streets were poured, the Bay- complete 
with water- was recreated. Lee called it "summer 
stock at Zoetrope." He approached it as a type of 
television scenery, "a combination of Playhouse 90 
and a film set," and described the result as "an hom
age to telephone wires, poles and streets; but not a 
lot of detail." 

Real material, Lee discovered, is more difficult in 
television. He had n ever done television design 
prior to Saturday Night L ive. Producer Lome Mi
ch aels hired him largely as a result of seeing Can
dide. "I was looking for someone to create the sort 
of intimacy of a theatrical environment," explains 
Michaels. "I was looking for a way to bring the au
dience close enough in a television studio to be re
laxed and comfortable." 

Lee created the overall environment of Studio 
8H, as well as the individual sets for the sketches 
on the weekly show. The basic set was a sort of ware
house or Soho garage for which he wanted to use 



real brick. But as he notes, "on television, stick-on 
wallpaper reads the same as real veneer." What he 
succeeded in doing, according to Michaels, was to 
"restore a certain kind of glamour to ew York by 
showing the beauty in what was run down in urban 
environments." Given the summer stock atmos
phere created by the weekly demands of the live 
show, Lee learned television technique quickly. 

The flip side of Lee's penchant for real and found 
objects onstage is his delight in tackiness- and that 
is what em erged on Saturday Night Live. The set
tings for the variou s skits bordered on kitsch and 
were often marvelous parodies of sit-com box sets 
and talk show milieus. This was enhanced by the 
last-minute approach to the show on the part of the 
writers and performers. When Michaels left the 
show after five years, Lee did also; but he has con-

tinued working with Michaels and his production 
company on films; television specials for people like 
Steve Martin and Randy Newman; Simon and Gar
funkel 's reunion in Central Park and subsequent 
tours; and the short-lived prime-time successor to 
SNL, The New Show. Commenting on the Central 
Park set for Simon and Garfunkel, Michaels said, 
"I think it worked both for the people who were 
there and also on television- h e tends to bridge 
that better than anyone I know. H e's a genius. The 
only one I've met." 

Working outside of mainstream aesthetics, one 
might expect Lee 's design process to be different as 
well, but aside from work habits that inevitably re
flect his personality, his approach is fairly standard. 
Lee builds models and is capable of building very 
detailed and beautiful ones. Given his treatment of 
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Sketch for Sweeney Todd. Lee is less 
interested inlhe polish and 'prelliness" of 

h.i.s Broadway productions than in the 
actual eff ect. In Sweeney, he did not 

al/empl to preserve an illusion by hiding 
the rnec!tanical contraptions. 
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space, models are frequently essential to directors 
with whom he works. Renderings , even if he did 
them (he claims not to do them well), would be of 
little value in an environmental setting. Those di
rectors with whom he works frequently have devel
oped a trust and an understanding of his work so 
that finished models are rarely necessary, and 
sometimes they are foregone altogether. Michaels 
and Gregory, for instance, have on occasion begun 
work on a production before ever seeing Lee's de
sign. 
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L ee does much of his own drafting. He works 
with a few assistants-he calls them collabora
tors-Leo Yoshimura, Mat Jacobs and Keith Ray
wood. Perhaps more than any other designer, L ee 
considers his assistants as equals and discusses 
ideas, problems and solutions with them. There is 
also a certain attitude in the work process that can 
only be described as "laid back." The finished prod
uct is by no means sloppy, but the studio atmos
phere lacks the discipline, precision or organization 
of that of most other designers. Lee's lack of interest 

King Lear (Trinity Square Repertory 

Company, 1977). Director Adrian Hall 
wanted to convey a feeling of interior and 
exterior that he felt was suggested by the 

play. The doors and shutters in the 
bam-like structure allowed this . For the 
opening scenes in Lear's court, the stage 

was covered over with plywood which was 
then removed to reveal mulch. 



in the usual polish and "prettiness" of Broadway 
productions, and his seemingly casual approach can 
be surprising to technicians. Peter Feller, Jr. , whose 
Feller Precision, Inc. constructed the machinery for 
Sweeney Todd, remembers asking Lee about the 
details of the drive m echanism for the moving 
bridge. Most designers would be concerned about 
such things as the visibility of the mechanism, the 
size or the position. But L ee was interested in the 
effect and did not care whether the m echanics were 
visible or not-there was no illusion to be protected 
and mechanical contraptions were part of the set. 

The evolution of a design idea is a very difficult 
thing to pin down. In L ee's case, images frequently 
pop into his head that solve all the problems of the 
show. At other times, it is a long process of talking 

it out- sometimes over a period of months. Andre 
Gregory cites his experience in trying to get Lee to 
design Wallace Shawn's Our Late Night as an ex
ample of "instant insight." Gregory was h aving 
problems arriving at a scheme to accommodate 
three scenes-a dressing room, a party and a bed
room- in what was essentially a dream play. He 
wanted L ee to design it, but Lee did not like the 
play. 

I took Eugene out to lunch and I said, "I'm 
really stuck. Won't you consider doing it?" 
which is not a good idea with Eugene because 
he is a poet- either he gets it or he doesn't. 
H e's not a person who can just make some
thing for som ebody because th ey paid him to 

Sketches for Of Mice and Men 
(Trinity Square, 1981). 
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do it. So he said to me, "Well, how do you see 
the play?" And I said, "Eugene, it's a mixture 
between an analyst's couch, a Chinese funeral, 
a white coffin and a little child's trolley car 
going through space." We then spent about 10 
minutes in total silence eating our lunch. Fi
nally he said, "It's simple . What you need is to 
play in a large black space where there are ob
viously no entrances or exits .... " 

L ee, according to Gregory, rapidly outlined a 
whole design sch eme. Ultimately, Douglas Schmidt 
designed the set u sing L ee's basic ideas. 

L ee's work on Agnes of God (Broadway, 1982) 
provides some insight into his approach to a play. 
H e and director Michael Lindsay-Hogg perceived 
the play as an "acting piece." Ostensibly set in a psy
chiatrist's office, the play really unfolds in charac
ters' minds and in the past and thus required an 
abstract setting. "It called for something simple
the show is in the acting and the staging," explains 
Lee. The playwright told him not to use chairs so, 
somewhat as a defiant child, "I dealt precisely with 
chairs. I couldn't see it any other way. I have to have 
some kind of logic somewhere in myself. I couldn't 
just design a set of abstract platforms unless the di
rector and playwright helped me a lot more, told me 
more about the blocking. I can't just do levels and 
abstractions. Somebody puts out a cigarette- well, 
you have to have an ashtray." 

Beginning with the question of how to stage two 
people sitting and talking, h e envisioned the set as 
a large sounding board. The result was a raked floor 
of dark oak, six-inch planking sweeping up to meet 
a curved back wall of similar construction. Scenes 
were visible through the planking like a wooden 
scrim. "It's very simple," he states. "Every time 
I tried adding to it, i t started to become like a 
room." 

Lee has some antipathy toward the commercial 
th eatre and has not designed on Broadway since 
Agnes of God. "It's not a lot of fun, it costs a lot of 
money. If I can't do that," he says, pointing to the 
plans for his dirt-floor theatre in Dallas, "I'd just as 
soon not do it. Fixed, frozen spaces do not excite 
me." Harold Prince notes that "whenever we can 
spill over the proscenium or work away from the 
conventional stage structure, h e's a very happy and 
creative man. The minute h e gets jammed into the 
stage structure h e is unhappy and his work shows 
it." As a result, L ee ren eged on transferring Candide 
to the New York City Opera (1983)- Clarke Dun
ham eventually designed the new settings- and 
one of Lee's assistants adapted Sweeney Todd for 
the New York City Opera production (1984). 

For a while in the early 1980s, L ee was becoming 
quite discouraged with theatre. The restrictions of 
Broadway were stifling, and even at Trinity Square 
he found that once adventurous audiences were de
manding conventional seating. The flexible upstairs 
space at the Lederer became more and more a con
ventional thrust stage. But recently h e h as regained 
a spirit for which the word enthusiasm seems too 
mild. The dirt-floor theatre in Dallas has sparked 
his creativity, and the ability to do environmental 
settings once again in Seattle and New York h as en
gendered a new sense of hope and anticipation. 
And his new family life- he remarried and had a 
baby (he has a son from his former marriage)- h as 
rekindled his spirits as well. "What's important," he 
told The Boston Globe, "is that you love what you 
do, that you have a family life. I have two family 
lives, one with Brooke and my sons, and one in the 
theatre. Theatre people are special." 

So in a striking about face, while many others are 
bemoaning the moribund state of the theatre, Eu
gene L ee happily proclaims , "The future looks 
bright." 

Facing page, Sweeney Todd (Uris 

Theatre, 1979). Lee's award-winning . 
massive set filled the vast stage of the Uris 
Theatre with a J9th-centwyfoundl)' made 

of iron trusses and glass, moving bridges 
and whirling gadgets. Director Harold 
Prince saw it as ametaphorfor the 

industrial revolution. Despite the size of 
the set, however, the play itself was staged 
around a few small rolling units such as 
the pie-shop unit pictured here. 
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